
Church of Clearwater

The Creation Process:

 (Charles Fillmore,
).

Scripture from the Book of Genesis

THE CREATION MURALS
The Creation Murals are a joyous

cooperative effort, ideated (inspired) by
Spirit, encouraged by Sr. Minister,
The Reverend Dr. Leddy Hammock,

conceptualized and planned by
Artist, Susan Forever Moore,

under whose guidance the murals
were given form at Unity Church of
Clearwater by our Youth of Unity

in the summer of 2015.

Day 1 - ILLUMINATION

God – Divine Mind, Spirit – is creative! Spirit-Mind
thinks (speaks the word / idea) that moves over
infinite possibilities!

  (1:1-3).

Day 2 - FAITH

God – Spirit Mind – spoke the word (expressed the
idea), breathing over infinite possibilities and
making space for creation!

 (1:7).

Day 3 - IMAGINATION

God’s ideas are creative, with the natural potential
to gather (aggregate), take form, and multiply –
first in mind and then in manifestation!

 (1:9-12).



Day 4-REFLECTION

Ideas take form and multiply when will and
understanding work together: will is a power for
good when reflecting the light of divine
understanding!

(1: 14-19).

Day 5 – MIND ACTION

Thoughts are alive! Thoughts held in mind repro-
duce after their kind! Thoughts go deep and fly high!

(1:20-3).

Day 6 – REALIZATION

Divine Mind “images” (thinks) living ideas of
intelligence, life, and substance, naturally
ascending in self-awareness.  The true being of
humankind is divine; we are all divine ideas, made
in the image and likeness of Infinite Mind and
designed to express spiritual dominion over the
creative process.

(1:24-31).

Day 7 – THE SABBATH:  REST

God – Divine Mind, Spirit – is the sole Creator and
God’s creation is good.  There is no evil in God’s
work; therefore, evil has no enduring reality.
Prayer is the highest thought – resting in the
awareness that all is whole (holy) and complete in
Divine Mind and in manifestation.  Amen!

 (2:1).

Peace be with you!


